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One of the quickest 

qualifying rounds of the 

season kicked off with 

thirteen drivers. It took 

little time for everyone to 

find their rhythm. Early on 

in the session all drivers 

were lapping in the 29 

seconds. The quickest 

drivers of the session 

were now lapping in the 
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Qualifying 2 

 Ten drivers’ progressed to 
Q2 and this time only 5 

minutes were on the 

clock. After a quick Q1 the 

drivers would have to be 

lapping near the 28 

second mark to get in to 

the next phase. Brad 

Curry made it to the top of 

the leaderboard with a 

28.541 second lap. The 

The last qualifying session 

and all to play for with the 

pole position up for grabs. 

Still in contention was 

Brandon Bethell who has 

started on the front row of 

the grid in every race so 

far this season. Brad 

Curry had led the first two 

qualifying sessions but 

could not complete the 

sweep as he was only 

good enough for third 

place. Colin Samuel was 
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28 seconds and pushing 

towards the lap record. 

The drivers completed an 

average of fifteen laps and 

as the checkered flag 

went out three drivers 

were called back to the pit 

lane.  

 

 

P13 Ryan Welch (+1.179), 

P12 Nigel Walne (+0.997) 

P11 Rocky Lam (+0.925) 

 

  

top five drivers all posted 

the 28 second lap time 

that was required and 

making up the sixth place 

was Julian Philippe who 

scraped through with a 

29.156 second lap. The 

most noticeable driver 

being eliminated was 

Steve Gray in seventh 

place. Could this be a 

huge dent in his 

championship charge? 

P10 Abdullah Alsaati 

(+0.863) 

P9 Robert Walker 

(+0.767) 

P8 Tomek Zaustowicz 

(+0.686) 

P7 Steve Gray (+0.662) 

back on his best form and 

having a close battle with 

Brandon for pole position. 

The positions changed 

numerous times in the five 

minutes and only a few 

hundredths on a second 

split them at the 

checkered flag. 

 

 

 

P6 Julian Philippe 

(+0.463) 

P5 Darren Ravenscroft 

(+0.412) 

P4 Mark Hitchcock 

(+0.296) 

P3 Brad Curry (+0.054) 

P2 Brandon Bethell 

(+0.015) 

P1 Colin Samuel (28.581)  
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“The top three drivers 

all posting lap times that 

beat the track lap 

record.”.” 

One of the quickest races 

of the season had the top 

three drivers all posting 

lap times that beat the 

track lap record. Colin 

Samuel did not get off the 

line well at the start and 

Brandon took the early 

lead with the move on the 

inside in to turn 1. Brad 

Curry could not make the 

jump from the inside line 

start but held his position 

well to keep third place. 

There were position 

changes throughout the 

field in the opening laps. 

Ryan Welch had the best 

race start as he made up 

four positions from the 

back of grid to be in ninth 

place at the end of lap 

one. Ryan progressed 

during the race making up 

a further two places with 

some neat overtaking at 

the hairpins. Darren 

Ravenscroft had the worst 

start as he got caught side 

by side on the opening lap 

and lost all of his grid 

places and eventually 

ended the opening lap in 

twelfth place. The race 

settled in as the drivers 

found their rhythm on 

track and it took until the 

20 lap stage before the 

blue flags were called in to 

action with Nigel Walne 

and Abdullah being the 

back markers. Abdullah 

making his first 

appearance in the 

championship didn’t 
respond when issued with 

the blue flags and was 
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starting to affect the race 

leaders. After being 

issued with three blue 

flags and not responding 

he was given a black flag. 

The damage had already 

been done by this stage, 

Colin Samuel had lost 

over five seconds from the 

back of Brandon Bethell 

as he was held up by 

Abdullah. Colin still 

retained second place but 

now had some making up 

to do. Brad Curry was 

falling behind Colin and 

being caught by Tomek 

with a pack of chasing 

drivers close behind. 

Tomek made a move on 

Brad at the first hairpin but 

caught Brad to spin him. 

Tomek got past but 

slowed to give the position 

back to Brad. Brad 

managed to rejoin in sixth 

place and Tomek down in 

Seventh. Picking up the 

third position from Brad 

was Steve Gray who was 

on a charge and posting 

some of the quickest laps. 

The qualifying hadn’t 
damaged Steve too much 

as he now sat in one of 

the podium finishing 

positions. As the 

chequered flag 

approached the best lap 

times started to creep in to 

play. Steve Gray was the 

first to beat the lap record 

with a 27.940. Colin 

Samuel was pushing the 

limits from second place 

and was getting close with 

a 27.958. The race 

opened out with little 

overtaking chances and 

Brandon Bethell still 

leading from Colin Samuel 

and Steve Gray. Brandon 

posted his personal best 

lap time on the 

penultimate lap of the race 

and set the new lap record 
with a 27.901. 

  

  



 

Position Driver Name Gap Points 

1 Brandon Bethell - - -  25 

2 Colin Samuel +6.997 23 

3 Steve Gray +15.485 21 

4 Mark Hitchcock +29.751 20 

5 Julian Philippe +1L 19 

6 Brad Curry +1L 18 

7 Ryan Welch +1L 17 

8 Tomek Zaustowicz +1L 16 

9 Darren Ravenscroft +2L 15 

10 Robert Walker +2L 14 

11 Rocky Lam +3L 13 

12 Nigel Walne +4L 12 

13 Abdullah Alsaati +6L 11 
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